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Abstract

■ Motivation is an important feature of emotion. By driving
approach to positive events and promoting avoidance of nega-
tive stimuli, motivation drives adaptive actions and goal pursuit.
The amygdala has been associated with a variety of affective
processes, particularly the appraisal of stimulus valence that is
assumed to play a crucial role in the generation of approach and
avoidance behaviors. Here, we measured amygdala functional
connectivity patterns while participants played a video game
manipulating goal conduciveness through the presence of
good, neutral, or bad monsters. As expected, good versus bad
monsters elicited opposing motivated behaviors, whereby good
monsters induced more approach and bad monsters triggered
more avoidance. These opposing directional behaviors were
paralleled by increased connectivity between the amygdala
and medial brain areas, such as the OFC and posterior cingu-
late, for good relative to bad, and between amygdala and

caudate for bad relative to good monsters. Moreover, in both
conditions, individual connectivity strength between the amyg-
dala and medial prefrontal regions was positively correlated
with brain scores from a latent component representing
efficient goal pursuit, which was identified by a partial least
squares analysis determining the multivariate association
between amygdala connectivity and behavioral motivation indi-
ces during gameplay. At the brain level, this latent component
highlighted a widespread pattern of amygdala connectivity,
including a dorsal frontoparietal network and motor areas.
These results suggest that amygdala-medial prefrontal interac-
tions captured the overall subjective relevance of ongoing
events, which could consecutively drive the engagement of
attentional, executive, and motor circuits necessary for imple-
menting successful goal-pursuit, irrespective of approach or
avoidance directions. ■

INTRODUCTION

The functional and neuroanatomical organization of affec-
tive processes remains unresolved despite important prog-
ress during the past 2 decades in mapping widespread
brain networks involved in emotion and cognition. Differ-
ent theoretical approaches in psychology have emphasized
different behavioral aspects of emotion, such as appraisal,
expression, or action tendencies (Moors, 2014; Scherer,
2001; Frijda, 1987), whereas neuroscience research has
generally focused on investigating brain areas engaged by
particular categories of emotions such fear, anger, disgust,
or pleasure (Vytal & Hamann, 2010), or different modali-
ties of emotional signals such as faces, voices, or smells
(Meaux & Vuilleumier, 2015). However, there is a growing
consensus that emotions comprise multiple components,
possibly combined in interactive ways during elicitation
episodes (Leitão, Meuleman, Van De Ville, & Vuilleumier,
2020; Barrett, 2017). Among influential models, some posit
that all emotions are governed by two separate functional
systems representing valence (i.e., relative degrees of
pleasantness or unpleasantness) and arousal (i.e., relative

degrees of activation or inhibition; Russell, 2003), inte-
grated with higher-level cognitive categorization processes
(Barrett, 2017), whereas others consider emotions as
emerging from contextual appraisals that drive parallel
changes in motivation, expression, physiology, and subjec-
tive feeling (Scherer, 2009).

Across these different theoretical views, it is generally
thought that a central feature of emotions is their capacity
to influence goal-directed behaviors, promoting approach
or avoidancebasedon the valence (e.g., dimensionalmodels)
or the motivational relevance (e.g., appraisal models) of
situational cues. However, to ensure adaptive responses,
motivated behavior must integrate environmental stimuli
and internal needs in a flexible manner in order to select
appropriate actions and thus attain short- or long-term goals.
Approaching or avoiding a particular stimulus or situation
might be beneficial in some contexts, but not in others.
Motivational systems should therefore not only encode the
intrinsic value of stimuli and their behavioral relevance but
also deploy context-dependent mechanisms promoting
advantageous actions and suppressing unfavorable options
depending on current goals. Yet, the neural systems under-
lying this modulation of motivated actions in response to
affectively relevant events are still largely unknown.

Based on dimensional models of emotion directly link-
ing approach versus avoidance tendencies to the pleasant/
appetitive versus unpleasant/aversive value of sensory
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cues, respectively, several studies investigated simple
motor actions directed toward or away from a stimulus
(e.g., pictures, words, facial expressions) associated with
positive or negative valence. For example, in one of the
earliest studies (Solarz, 1960), participants saw pleasant
and unpleasant words on cards presented on a movable
stage that could be either pulled toward or pushed away
from them, and participants had to adjust their responses
according to feedback on their choice accuracy. Results
showed that approach movements were faster during
the presentation of positive stimuli, whereas avoidance
movements were faster to negative stimuli. Similar find-
ings have been reported in various paradigms with differ-
ent response modalities (i.e., directional: joystick, arm
flexion/extension—or nondirectional: button press) and
different response mappings (i.e., using push–approach
and pull–avoid associations or vice versa; Laham, Kashima,
Dix, & Wheeler, 2015; Phaf, Mohr, Rotteveel, & Wicherts,
2014). This so-called affective compatibility effect is charac-
terized by a facilitation of responses when the behavioral
goal is congruent with stimulus valence, whereas responses
are slower in incongruent conditions presumably becauseof
control mechanisms acting to overwrite automatic emo-
tional action tendencies. Neuroimaging studies also
explored the neural underpinnings of these (implicit)
approach and avoidance actions in relation to valence
(Ascheid, Wessa, & Linke, 2019; Cunningham, Arbuckle,
Jahn, Mowrer, & Abduljalil, 2011; Berkman & Lieberman,
2010), or stimulus–goal incongruence (Bramson et al., 2020;
Kaldewaij, Koch, Volman, Toni, & Roelofs, 2017; Roelofs,
Minelli, Mars, van Peer, & Toni, 2009). These studies found
activations in several limbic areas such as the OFC and
amygdala, as well as the anterior and lateral pFC, ACC, and
basal ganglia. These areas might constitute a motivation-
driving network responsible for instantiating approach and
avoidance behaviors (Spielberg et al., 2012). Other neuro-
imaging studies used adaptive free-choice tasks, in which
actions were linked to positive or negative consequences for
the participant (Schlund, Magee, &Hudgins, 2011; Schlund&
Cataldo, 2010; Kim, Shimojo, & O’Doherty, 2006), and
reported that approach and avoidance engage similar brain
structures including the amygdala, medial and ventral
prefrontal areas, as well as distributed fronto-parieto-
striatal areas. This overlap might reflect the fact that suc-
cessful approach and avoidance behaviors equally require
the recruitment of attentional processes and action pre-
paration (Lang & Bradley, 2013), putatively orchestrated
by medial prefrontal areas and the amygdala. However, it
has also been proposed that such overlap could partly be
explained by the fact that avoidance of an aversive
outcome, if successful, can itself be rewarding and hence
recruit similar neural circuits as approaching a positive
event (Schlund et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2006). In other
words, these regions might encode affective properties of
goal attainment irrespective of motivational direction.

Here, we investigated approach and avoidance using an
interactive video game paradigm in which participants

could freely adjust their actions in response to goal-
conducive (positive) or goal-obstructive (negative)manip-
ulations that were directly self-relevant in terms of the
game goals. According to most appraisal theories of emo-
tions, goals play an important role in triggering emotional
responses (Moors, Boddez, & De Houwer, 2017) and con-
stitute “cognitive representations of a future object that an
individual is committed to approach or avoid” (Elliot &
Fryer, 2008). Unlike previous motor tasks using dichoto-
mous predefined categories of stimuli or actions, our
paradigm enabled us to assess different facets ofmotivated
behavior through multiple indices of self-initiated behav-
ior, measured simultaneously during proactive game
performance. To determine changes in brain activity asso-
ciated with distinct motivational states, we acquired fMRI
in participants while they played the game and examined
variations in functional connectivity of the amygdala with
the rest of the brain across different game conditions and
different behavioral patterns.
The amygdala is implicated in a wide range of affective

processes (Phelps & LeDoux, 2005) and thought to play a
crucial role in the control of motivated behaviors (Janak &
Tye, 2015), as it appears ideally placed not only for encod-
ing the value of environmental stimuli but also for mobili-
zing resources and influencing motor actions according to
ongoing goals and internal needs (Freese & Amaral, 2009;
Amaral & Price, 1984). Although classically associated with
fear and defense-related responses (LeDoux, 2012), the
amygdala also responds to positive valence (Baxter &
Murray, 2002) andmay have amore general valuation func-
tion (Morrison & Salzman, 2010). Accordingly, it has been
argued that the amygdala could act as a relevance detector
(Sander, Grafman, & Zalla, 2003), in line with appraisal
theories of emotions (Moors, 2014; Scherer, 2001)
whereby processing the significance of external events
as a function of current goals or needs is the primary step
for eliciting an emotional response. As such, the amygdala
would allow for the ongoing appraisal of environmental
stimuli, incorporating not only their intrinsic value but
also their state-dependent representation in terms of
immediate behavioral implications (Cunningham &
Brosch, 2012; Belova, Paton, & Salzman, 2008). This view
is supported by lesion studies in primates (Izquierdo &
Murray, 2007; Murray & Izquierdo, 2007) showing that
an intact amygdala is necessary not only to learn and
react to the affective value of stimuli but also to attenuate
behavioral responses to devaluated stimuli (e.g., food to
which the animal has previously been exposed until satia-
tion). Likewise, in humans, food-related visual stimuli
elicit greater activation in the amygdala when participants
are in a hungry relative to a satiated state (LaBar et al., 2001).
Hence, amygdala activity appears to be centrally involved
in both appetitive/approach and aversive/avoidance
processing.
Therefore, we hypothesized that amygdala responses to

relevant events might be differentially coupled with other
brain areas depending on current goals and specific
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directions of motivated behaviors. The amygdala could
indeed exert potent effects on behavior and motivation
through its widespread projections to brain networks
associated with attention, action, and autonomic func-
tions, engaging the necessary sensorimotor and executive
resources once an emotional stimulus is deemed relevant
and requires to be acted upon (Phelps & LeDoux, 2005).
Moreover, the amygdala also acts to modulate attention
orienting to relevant features of emotionally significant
stimuli (Kim et al., 2017; Vuilleumier & Pourtois, 2007;
Adolphs et al., 2005). Yet, despite this important role of
the amygdala in discriminating between sensory cues with
opposing valence, which can in turn drive behavior in dif-
ferent directions (i.e., approach vs. avoidance), it remains
to be determined whether and how its functional connec-
tivity patterns with other brain regions vary during differ-
ent types of motivated behaviors and their modulation by
different goal states.
In our study, to vary the affective value of experimental

events and elicit different actions in response to them, we
manipulated appraisals of goal conduciveness and coping
potential during an arcade game where participants navi-
gated a maze with the aim of making as many points as
possible. These two appraisals produce strong effects on
subjective emotional experience and motivated behavior
(Sander, Grandjean, & Scherer, 2005). In particular, goal
conduciveness appraisals (also called goal (in)congruence
or motivational valence; Lazarus, 1991; Frijda, 1986)
evaluates the effect an event has on one’s current goal
(maximizing the game score in our context) by comparing
the encountered situation with an internal representation.
As a manipulation of goal conduciveness, participants
could encounter good, bad, or neutral “monsters” (that
respectively gave points, removed points, or had not
effect). Thus, both good and bad monsters were goal
relevant, but they had opposite emotional valence. As
such, good and bad monsters were expected to affect
the direction of motivated behaviors, with good monsters
inducing more approach and bad monsters more avoid-
ance strategies, albeit with variable degrees across trials
and participants. Orthogonally to this, coping potential
was manipulated by providing (or not) participants
with a “superpower potion” that, once activated by the
participants through a dedicated button press, altered
the points gained or lost through good and bad monsters,
respectively. As such, activating the superpower allowed
participants to adapt to the good/bad consequences of
the monsters by altering them to their advantage. This
manipulation was expected to modulate, but not change,
the direction of goal-directed behaviors, as the overall
valence of the good and badmonster conditions remained
unaltered. The validation of this manipulation was con-
firmed in a previous study (Leitão et al., 2020) where
behavioral ratings (i.e., dominance and coping potential)
were found to be higher for the power compared to the
no-power conditions. By manipulating appraisal condi-
tions, we were able to measure for quantitative changes

inmotivated actions in relation to current goals rather than
just based on dichotomous valence categories.

To identify approach and avoidance action tendencies,
we extracted different indices from participants’ gameplay
that provided quantitative proxies characterizing these
two types of behaviors. By comparing conditions associ-
ated with approach and avoidance behaviors, respectively,
we could uncover how the amygdala dynamically interacts
with other brain regions during these two opposite moti-
vational contexts. Importantly, we used multivariate anal-
yses (partial least squares correlation [PLSC]) to relate
amygdala connectivity with motivation indices computed
from individual game performance. This allowed us to
identify, in a data-driven way, distinct and coordinated
behavioral patterns that were not immediately apparent
from the averaged motivation indices themselves (e.g.,
reflecting efficient vs. inefficient approach or avoidance,
active/strategic vs. passive/reactive avoidance) and then
link those to changes in amygdala functional connec-
tivity patterns. In doing so, we aimed to achieve a richer
characterization of dynamic amygdala interactions with
other brain systems during approach and avoidance
behaviors.

METHODS

Participants

Twenty-six right-handed participants with no history of
neurological or psychological illness were included in the
analyses (14 men; mean age: 23.81 years; SD: 4.71 years).
The mean laterality quotient score on the Edinburgh
Handedness inventory (Oldfield, 1971) was mean = 74,
SD= 19.1 (with values ranging from−100 [completely left-
handed] to 100 [completely right-handed]). Mean depres-
sion scores on the Beck Depression Inventory (Beck &
Steer, 1984; Beck, Erbaugh, Ward, Mock, & Mendelsohn,
1961) equaled mean = 4.96, SD= 5.64 (depression scores
taking values from 0 to 63, all scores < 30, the recom-
mended threshold value for participation in the study).
Three additional participants were excluded from analyses,
respectively, because of left-handedness, drowsiness dur-
ing scanning, and excessive movement. Participants had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All gave written
informed consent, and the study was approved by the
research ethics committee of the canton of Geneva.

Amygdala Localizer

Experimental Design

Functional connectivity between the amygdala and the
rest of the brain was evaluated with psychophysiological
interaction analyses using an amygdala ROI as a seed
(see below). The functional amygdala localizer was based
on a paradigm first introduced by Hariri et al. (Hariri,
Bookheimer, & Mazziotta, 2000), extensively used and
modified to study amygdala function and emotion (Zhou
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et al., 2008; Manuck, Brown, Forbes, & Hariri, 2007; Fisher
et al., 2006; Hariri, Tessitore, Mattay, Fera, & Weinberger,
2002), providing robust and replicable fMRI responses.
Briefly, our localizer consisted of four blocks of a percep-
tual emotion-matching task that alternated with four
blocks of a sensorimotor control task (counterbalanced
order across participants). During emotion-matching
blocks, participants viewed three faces presented in an
upright triangular disposition and were instructed to
select the bottom face whose emotion expression
matched that of the upper target face. Faces displayed
fearful and angry expression pictures (black and white
frontal views from the Karolinska Directed Emotional
Faces database; Lundqvist, Flykt, & Öhman, 1998),
balanced for emotion category and gender within each
block (ID codes of pictures used: AF16, AF26, AF29,
BF13, BF22, BF28, AM01, AM05, AM08, AM11, AM23,
AM35). During control blocks, participants viewed three
geometrical shapes presented in the same triangular dis-
position and were instructed to select the bottom shape
that exactly matched the upper target shape. There were
six distinct geometrical shapes in total, consisting of one
circle and ellipses oriented either horizontally, vertically,
or diagonally toward the left or right. A variable ISI of
1–2 sec was introduced before each stimuli, and all blocks
were preceded by a brief instruction (“Match Emotion” or
“Match Shapes”) lasting 2 sec. Each block consisted of six
trials presented for 5 sec each, resulting in total block
length of 30 sec and a total task time of approximately
268 sec.

Behavioral Data Analyses

For completeness, we calculated the accuracy (% correct
responses) and RTs for each condition in the localizer.
Mean accuracy for emotion-matching trials was 91.3%
(SD = 0.08%), lower than for control trials (mean =
96.2%, SD= 0.04%; one-sided Wilcoxon signed-ranks test:
z = −2.49, p = .006, dav = .8). Mean median RTs on cor-
rect trials was 1.742 msec (SD = 397 msec) for emotion-
matching trials, significantly longer than for control trials
(mean = 874 msec, SD = 233 msec; one-sided Wilcoxon
signed-ranks test: z = 4.36, p < .001, dav = 2.75). These
differences accord with previous reports using this task
(Hariri et al., 2000).

fMRI Data Analyses

Because of technical issues, the amygdala localizer data of
one participant was not acquired, which resulted in a total
of 25 participants for the functional identification of the
amygdala. The localizer data were analyzed with SPM12
(Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience; www
.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm; Friston et al., 1994) and modeled
at the subject level as a block designwith two experimental
conditions (EMO and SHAPE). We also included an
instruction block regressor and an event-related regressor

for response keypresses, shared across the two stimulus
conditions. All regressors were convolved with the canon-
ical hemodynamic response function. In addition, given
behavioral differences in RTs, we also included an addi-
tional parametric regressor modeling trial-specific RTs in
each condition, ensuring we could compare stimulus-
related activations between the two conditions, rather
than task difficulty differences (Taylor, Rastle, & Davis,
2014). Nuisance covariates included realignment parame-
ters to account for residual motion artifacts. For each par-
ticipant, condition-specific effects were then estimated
using the general linear model (GLM) to compute contrast
images for each condition. Finally, at the second level, we
identified functionally responsive voxels in the amygdala
by contrasting the EMO > SHAPE conditions using a ran-
dom effect paired t-test analysis (Friston, Holmes, Price,
Buchel, & Worsley, 1999). Voxels were selected based on
a height threshold of p < .05 corrected for multiple com-
parisons (FWE rate) within the entire brain.

Amygdala Seed

A bilateral amygdala mask was created from the localizer
data and used as a seed region in further analyses. To guar-
antee that all functional seed voxels were strictly located in
the amygdala, this mask was further restricted to voxels
overlapping with an anatomical mask derived from the
CIT168 atlas (Tyszka & Pauli, 2016). Specifically, we binar-
ized the “CIT168_iAmyNuc_1mm_MNI” image, dilated
it using the spm_dilate function to guarantee contiguity
between different subnuclei, and resliced it to the voxel
size of our functional images. Finally, we selected voxels
lying in the intersection between the twomasks (Figure 1).
Given that this anatomical atlas contains information

about different amygdala subnuclei, for completeness,
we also characterized our functional amygdala mask by
calculating its overlap (in terms of number of voxels)
with each of these subnuclei (Table 1). Note, however,
that the spatial resolution of our fMRI paradigm did not
intend to make specific inferences concerning different
amygdala nuclei.

Game Task: Manipulating Value in a Behaviorally
Relevant Environment

Experimental Design

We used the same task as reported in our previous study
(Leitão et al., 2020). Participants played a video game as a
yellow agent who navigated different mazes (Figure 2)
across different levels (or trials), with the goal of collecting
as many points as possible and then reaching a final target
location. Points could be obtained by picking coins up
along the avatar’s way (5 points each). At the beginning
of each trial, 12 coins were displayed and distributed
throughout the maze. When all these coins were picked
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up, additional coins would appear one by one at random
times and random places.
This design allowed us to manipulate two different

appraisal conditions across different levels. First, we varied
goal conduciveness by introducing, on each level, one
monster that also navigated in the maze and could exhibit
one of three possible behaviors (in different trials). These
behaviors were signaled by themonster’s color and shape.
The neutralmonstermoved randomly, and touching it had
no consequences for the participant. The good monster
chased the player with .85 probability and moved ran-
domly otherwise. Touching it yielded 10 points. Good
and neutral monsters moved with the same speed as the
player. In contrast, the bad monsters moved faster and
continuously chased the player. Touching it made the par-
ticipant lose 100 points. Hence, the manipulation of goal
conduciveness implied differences in valence, whichmoti-
vated different types of goal-directed behaviors (see
Behavioral Data Analyses below).
Second, we varied coping potential by giving, on half the

trials, the possibility for participants to activate a super-
power. The superpower option was signaled by a small
“magic potion” icon blinking on top of the yellow avatar.
When activating power (by pressing a dedicated key at any
time during the trial), the avatar changed its color from yel-
low to orange, and touching monsters led to different out-
comes. Good monsters now yielded 100 points, whereas
bad monsters mitigated the loss to 10 points. Conse-
quences of touching neutral monsters remained unaltered

(baseline condition). Once activated, the superpower was
present until the end of the trial. The coping potential
option thus allowed participants to actively change the
value of good and bad monsters.

Together, this resulted in a 3 × 2 design with factors of
(i) goal conduciveness (good, neutral, bad monsters) and
(ii) coping potential (no-power, power; Figure 2). These
two factors were manipulated across game levels, accord-
ing to a standard block design (each navigation period in
the maze corresponded to one block).

To proceed to the next trial/ level, participants had
to move their avatar to a teleporter at the top of the maze
(Figure 2). This teleporter was placed behind a closed
door that opened automatically after a certain time. To
avoid having participants navigating in the maze indefi-
nitely, a countdown (CD) period was introduced that set
a time delay (4 sec for neutral, 6 sec for good and bad
monsters) during which participants had to reach the
teleporter once the door was opened. If they did not reach
the teleporter within the allotted time, all points gathered
during that level were lost. The CD was signaled by an
audiovisual cue. Each pre-CD block lasted 8 sec, ensuring
the same amount of time for each experimental condition,
whereas the CD itself varied but was modeled separately.
Reaching the teleporter was followed by a brief interval
(1.5 sec) before the next level.

Participants played three runs inside the MRI scanner,
each comprising 72 levels and lasting approximately
15 min. This amounted to 12 blocks per condition per

Figure 1. Visualization of the
amygdala mask used in gPPI
analyses. The functional
amygdala ROI (red) and the
anatomical amygdala mask
(yellow) are shown on sagittal,
coronal, and axial slices of a
mean brain image created by
averaging the participants’
normalized structural images.

Table 1. Anatomical Characterization of the Functional Amygdala Seed

Anatomical Amygdala Subnuclei

Deep Group or
Basolateral Complex Superficial Group Remaining Nuclei

BLN

La BLD + BLI BLV BM CMN ATA ASTA CEN AAA Other

#Voxels Overlap 5 25 6 31 67 5 14 10 12 28

AAA = anterior amygdala area; ASTA = amygdalostriatal transition; ATA = amygdala transition areas; BLN = basolateral nucleus; BLD + BLI = dorsal
and intermediate subdivisions; BLV = ventral subdivision; BM = basomedial nucleus; CMN = cortical and medial nuclei; CEN = central nucleus; La =
lateral nucleus; Other = amygdala voxels that are not assigned to any particular nucleus (see also Tyszka, J. M., Pauli, W. M. In vivo delineation of
subdivisions of the human amygdaloid complex in a high-resolution group template. Hum Brain Mapp. 2016;37(11):3979–98, for nomenclature and
grouping criteria).
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run, and 36 blocks per condition in total. The order of
conditions was pseudorandomized such that all possible
transitions between different conditions took place
approximately the same number of times.

The level score and the overall run score were pre-
sented to the participants at one side of themaze through-
out the entire gameplay, thereby providing continuous
feedback on their performance. In addition, during the
second and third runs, the best score obtained in the pre-
vious runs was displayed and participants were encour-
aged to try beating their previous score. This display aimed
at maintaining/increasing the motivation to obtain a good
score across the different runs and thereby promote con-
tinuous task engagement and efficient approach and
avoidance behaviors. Participants were also told that they
would receive a bonus compensation proportional to their
best score (though all received the same maximum bonus
in the end).

To ensure that participants were able to navigate prop-
erly in the game and appraise the monster behaviors reli-
ably, and to minimize learning effects during fMRI, we first
gave a training session outside the scanner. This training
session took place on the same week as the fMRI session,
with an average interval of 4.28 ± 0.84 (± SD) days. For
more details on training, please refer to our previous
report (Leitão et al., 2020). Moreover, to ensure clear
game conditions, a table reminding the consequences of
each monster in each power levels (see Figure 2) was
displayed throughout the entire gameplay, such that par-
ticipants did not have to learn or rehearse the different
monster properties actively in working memory during
the game itself. Finally, to move the avatar in the maze,
participants only needed to press a key when wanting to
change direction or after they were stopped by encounter-
ing a monster, which minimized the number of necessary

keypresses. For information on the visual and auditory
stimuli used, please refer to the work of Leitão et al.
(2020). Briefly, the color and shape of good and bad mon-
sters, as well as the auditory sound triggered by touching
them, were counterbalanced across participants.

Behavioral Data Analyses

Our goal conduciveness manipulation introduced two
goal-relevant conditions with opposite emotional valence,
namely, the good and badmonsters. To confirm that good
and bad monster conditions (across coping potential
levels) were indeed differentially evaluated as being of
positive and negative valence, respectively, at the end of
the scanning session, we asked participants to judge differ-
ent game conditions in terms of valence (using four repe-
titions per condition) based on screenshots simulating
events encountered during the game. These screenshots
depicted the player and monster avatars placed randomly
within themaze but always at a specific distance from each
other, which was calculated in a participant-specific
manner based on the average distance between the two
characters during actual gameplay. Apart from monster
type and player superpower state representing the current
condition, no further information (score, coins, etc.) was
displayed in these screenshots.
Ratings were performed using a bipolar 5-point Manikin

scale (Leitão et al., 2020), which was converted into a scale
ranging from one to five (1 representing the negative and
5 the positive edge of the scale). Individual ratings were
averaged across the four repetitions and coping potential
levels separately for good (mean = 4.43, SD = 0.61) and
bad (mean = 2.49, SD = 0.83) monster conditions and
entered into a second-level one-sided Wilcoxon signed-
ranks test, indicating that ratings for the good monsters

Figure 2. Illustration of the
interactive video game. Example
of the maze interface in one
trial. The maze configuration
and colors varied across trials
within each condition.
Experimental conditions were
defined by a 3 × 2 design
manipulating appraisals of
(i) goal conduciveness (good,
neutral, bad monsters) and
(ii) coping potential (no-power,
power). The colors and shapes
of bad and good monsters were
counterbalanced across
participants.
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were significantly higher than the ratings for the bad
monster conditions (z = 4.37, p < .001, dav = 2.69).
Thus, based on their valence, good compared to bad

monster conditions should elicit different action tenden-
cies, with good monsters provoking approach and bad
monsters prompting avoidance behaviors. To derive
measures of approach and avoidance motivation across
experimental conditions, we calculated different action
tendencies indices from participants’ gameplay. For each
condition, we calculated (i) the average number of times
the player was caught from the back (“tail”; avatar facing
away from the monster when touched, representing
[failed] avoidance) or (ii) caught from the front (“head”;
avatar facing toward the monster when touched, repre-
senting [successful] approach); (iii) the duration of CDs
(the longer, the higher the potential to win or lose extra
points with good or bad monsters, respectively); and (iv)
the number of coins collected in a level (“coins”; indicating
a change from focusing on the monster to focusing on the
coins in order to gain points).
Thus, bearing in mind the game goals, an active and

more efficient goal-directed approach behavior during
good monster conditions should be characterized by a
high count of the “head” and “CD” indices to maximize
the number of points gained. In addition, active “head”
approaches should be prioritized over more passive “tail”
approaches, andmonsters should be prioritized relative to
coins as a source of points. In contrast, during badmonster
conditions, an efficient goal-directed avoidance behavior
should be characterized by a low count of both “head” and
“tail” indices, as well as of the “CD” index, so as to mini-
mize the number of points lost. “Tail” over “head” caught
events should prevail. In addition, a high count of the
“coin” index would compensate the potential loss of
points caused by the bad monster and hence also corre-
spond to more efficient outcomes. Hence, on average,
we expected to see an increase in the “head” and “CD”
indices for good relative to bad monster conditions, but
an increase in the “tail” index for bad relative to goodmon-
sters conditions, representing approach and avoidance
tendencies, respectively. Neutral monster conditions were

introduced as a baseline condition where participants
were expected to focus solely on coins, without specific
action tendencies toward the monsters, as these do not
have any effect (corresponding to low count on the “head”
and “tail” indices for this condition; Table 2). Because of
this, the neutral monster conditions will not be considered
to evaluate approach and avoidance behaviors.

On the other hand, the coping potential manipulation
was hypothesized to induce different degrees of approach
and avoidance within both the good and bad goal condu-
civeness levels (e.g., more frequent approach of good
monster in power vs. no-power conditions), but with no
effect on the direction of behavior per se (i.e., no-power
vs. power conditions should not induce a reversal from
approach to avoidance or vice versa), a hypothesis that
was confirmed behaviorally in previous work (Leitão
et al., 2020). In addition, unlike goal conduciveness, the
coping potential manipulation was not associated with
amygdala connectivity changes (see Results below).Hence,
we will focus on behavioral indices pooled (i.e., averaged)
over coping potential levels (Table 2). Mean values of
action tendencies indices across different conditions are
provided in our previous report (Leitão et al., 2020).

To compare approach versus avoidance behaviors
across good and bad monster conditions, we performed a
2 (Goal Conduciveness: good, bad) × 2 (Encounter Type:
“head,” “tail”) repeated-measures ANOVA focusing on the
indices linked to action tendencies toward the monsters
(a q-q plot confirmed that the residuals were normally
distributed), followed by post hoc two-sided Wilcoxon
signed-ranks tests on the simple main effects. In addition,
for the “CD” and “coin” indices, we performed two-sided
paired t tests to compare good and bad monsters condi-
tions. In total, this yielded six pairwise comparisons and
we report results corrected for multiple comparisons
using Bonferroni correction.

We also report two supplementary indices, namely, the
number of points gained on each level type and the key-
press rate made until the CD period, averaged across
coping potential for each goal conduciveness level, as
these indices are indicative of the individual level of goal

Table 2. Behavioral Measures Averaged across Participants (± Standard Deviation)

Behavioral Indices Good Neutral Bad

Action Tendencies # tail .44 ± .27 .04 ± .02 1.59 ± .34

# head 4.11 ± 1.08 0.61 ± .12 1.14 ± .41

CD (sec) 3.83 ± .78 2.39 ± .36 1.98 ± .38

# coins 10.83 ± 2.00 15.60 ± .78 12.08 ± 1.06

Supplementary Variables # points 441.39 ± 73.3 75.49 ± 4.1 17.8 ± 7.2

keypress rate .029 ± .006 .030 ± .004 .032 ± .003
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achievement and task engagement, respectively (Table 2).
These indices were used as supplementary variables in
the multivariate analyses (see PLSC) to assist with the
interpretation of the resulting latent component (LC).

Generalized Psychophysiological Interactions

Amygdala connectivity was analyzed using SPM12 (Well-
come Department of Imaging Neuroscience; www.fil.ion
.ucl.ac.uk/spm; Friston et al., 1994) and the Generalized
PPI Toolbox (McLaren, Ries, Xu, & Johnson, 2012). First,
the experimental game design was modeled as a block
design using a standard GLM approach. For a complete
description of the SPM model parameters, please refer
to our previous report (Leitão et al., 2020). Briefly, at the
first level, pre-CD periods of 8 sec were modeled as the
experimental blocks for each condition separately (3 Goal
Conduciveness × 2 Coping Potential), and conditions
were then compared by linear contrasts using the standard
GLM implemented in SPM.

These data were submitted to generalized psychophys-
iological interaction (gPPI) analyses using the bilateral
amygdala mask (see Amygdala Seed) as a seed region. Spe-
cifically, the original model was extended by introducing
one regressor containing the amygdala seed time-course
and six additional regressors containing the psychophysi-
ological interaction terms (one per experimental condi-
tion). The seed time-course was defined by taking the first
eigenvariate computed across all voxels within the amyg-
dala mask. For each participant, condition-specific con-
nectivity effects were estimated by creating contrast
images for each condition-PPI regressor.

Finally, to allow for random effects analyses and infer-
ences at the population level (Friston et al., 1999),
condition-PPI contrast images were entered in a second-
level repeated-measures ANOVA that modeled the two
appraisal factors manipulated in our game (Goal Condu-
civeness and Coping Potential) and their interactions, as
well as the Subject factor to account for the repeated-
measures design.

At the second level, we focused on comparisons
between the different levels of goal conduciveness, as this
factor was hypothesized to induce stronger effects on
approach and avoidance tendencies. The effects of Goal
Conduciveness on amygdala connectivity were determined
by comparing good and bad conditions pooled across
coping potential conditions (i.e., good(power + no-power) vs.
bad(power + no-power)). For completeness, effects of Coping
Potential on amygdala connectivity were also examined
by comparing power and no-power conditions pooled
across goal conduciveness conditions, and interaction
effects between the two factors were tested with the con-
trasts “bad(no-power > power) > good(no-power > power)” and
“good(no-power > power) > bad(no-power > power).” However,
the Coping Potential and interaction effects did not show
any significant difference in functional connectivity

between the amygdala and other brain regions, and these
data will not be considered further.
We report activation results with a voxel height thresh-

old of p < .001 and clusters with p < .05 corrected for
multiple comparisons (FWE rate).

PLSC

In order to link changes in amygdala connectivity with dif-
ferent motivated behaviors, we performed a PLSC analysis.
PLSC is a multivariate technique that allows evaluating the
shared information between two data tables that collect
different measurements on the same set of observations
(Abdi & Williams, 2013). Here, it allowed us to relate vari-
ations in multiple motivational indices, simultaneously
computed from individual behavior during the game, to
concomitant changes in functional connectivity patterns
of the amygdala voxel-wise across the whole brain. When
applied to neuroimaging, PLSC has the advantage of relat-
ing distributed brain patterns to either multiple behavior
variables (behavior PLSC) or to different contrasts repre-
senting different experimental conditions (task PLSC;
Krishnan, Williams, McIntosh, & Abdi, 2011; McIntosh &
Lobaugh, 2004). This is achieved by projecting each sam-
ple of variables to a new space of (orthogonal) LCs that
maximizes the covariance between the two input tables
while accounting for multicollinearity within each set of
variables, as successfully applied in previous studies inves-
tigating multidimensional processes (Siffredi et al., 2021;
Mohammadi, Van De Ville, & Vuilleumier, 2020; Kebets
et al., 2019; Zoller et al., 2019). In our case, each of the
resulting LCs would thus represent a particular relation-
ship between amygdala functional connectivity and spe-
cific patterns of motivated actions determined from
behavioral indices during the gameplay.
Here, we performed a behavior PLSC analysis using the

PLS toolbox available at https://miplab.epfl.ch/index.php
/software/PLS. This analysis included our four behavioral
motivation indices and amygdala connectivity patterns
from the good and bad monster conditions, averaged
across coping potential levels. Individual amygdala con-
nectivity maps were vectorized and restricted to gray mat-
ter voxels that displayed positive beta connectivity values
in the univariate PPI approach described above. We opted
to restrict connectivity maps to positive values as negative
connectivity betas may be hard to interpret for the pur-
pose of our current study (but note that the use of unre-
stricted connectivity maps produced equivalent results).
For each condition, amygdala connectivity maps were
stored in a n� voxmatrix Xcond, with n equal to the num-
ber of participants and vox equal to the number of voxels
considered, and then z-scored across participants. Like-
wise, for each condition, z-scored behavior indices were
stacked in a n� ind matrix Ycond , with ind equal to the
number of behavioral indices. Condition-specific matrices
were stacked column-wise, resulting in a 2n� vox matrix
X and a 2n� indmatrix Y . The association between brain
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and behavior variables for each condition was then stored
in correlation matrices Rcond ¼ Y T

condXcond , which were
stacked column-wise to form a 2ind � voxmatrix R. Singu-
lar value decomposition was then applied to R = USVT,
resulting in a matrix S of singular values, indicating the
covariance explained by each of the LCs, and two ortho-
normal left U and right V matrices of singular vectors
(typically referred to as saliences), which represent the
corresponding behavior and voxel profiles that best
describe R. Latent components in the data set can thus
be characterized by pairs of latent variables LX ¼ XV and
LY ¼ YU (the latter was actually computed condition-wise;
see the work of Krishnan et al., 2011) that express the
saliences relative to the observed brain and behavior
measures. Typically, LX and LY are referred to as brain
and behavior scores, respectively, and each column pair
(lX , lY ) forms an LC that models a relationship between
brain and behavior. Thus, there are as many LCs as there
are rows in the matrix R. In addition, these scores also
reflect individual contributions to each LC.
As in principal component analysis (Abdi & Williams,

2010), behavior (or brain) loadings of LCs can be com-
puted by correlating the original behavior (or brain) mea-
sures with the respective behavior (or brain) scores
obtained by PLSC. Behavior loadings generally present
the same profile as behavior saliences, depicting relative
differences in behavioral measures and indicating how
strongly each contributes to the brain–behavior correla-
tions represented by an LC. Likewise, brain saliences
express how much each brain voxel (here their connectiv-
ity with amygdala) contributes to the brain–behavior cor-
relations described by the LC.
Significance of each of the eight (¼ 2ind) LCs obtained

in our analysis was determined by permutation testing
with 1000 permutations and corrected for multiple com-
parisons using Bonferroni correction (i.e., p values lower
than .05/8 were considered significant). Stability of behav-
ior and brain saliences was estimated using 500 bootstrap
samples. Because resamplingmethods can cause axis rota-
tion and alter the order of latent variables, we used Pro-
crustes rotation to correct for this effect (Krishnan et al.,
2011). Brain saliences were converted into bootstrap ratio
z scores by dividing each voxel salience by its bootstrap-
estimated standard deviation, and saliences with absolute
ratios > 2.58 (corresponding to p< .01) were considered
to be significantly stable through resampling. Equivalently,
behavioral loadings are reported together with their 95%
bootstrapped confidence intervals.
To interpret brain saliences, it is necessary to examine

the relationship between the brain scores and the behavior
loadings. For voxels with positive brain saliences, the por-
tion contributing to the brain scores covaries positively with
positive behavioral loadings and negatively with negative
behavioral loadings. Voxels with negative brain saliences
exhibit the opposite pattern. To facilitate interpretation,
we also plotted each behavioral measure (i.e., our four
motivation indices) against the brain scores from PLSC.

Finally, akin to what is commonly done in principal
component analyses, we also considered two supple-
mentary variables (see Behavioral Data Analyses),
namely, the number of points (as a measure of behav-
ioral efficiency) and the key press rate (as a measure of
effort mobilization and task engagement). Specifically,
after z-scoring these measures within each condition,
we correlated them with brain and behavior scores asso-
ciated with significant LCs from the PLSC analysis. Thus,
supplementary variables have no influence on the LCs
of the PLSC analysis and instead are used to further sup-
port our interpretations.

Linking gPPI and PLSC Connectivity Patterns

In a post hoc analysis, individual connectivity strengths
between the amygdala andmedial prefrontal brain regions
observed in the gPPI analysis were related to individual
connectivity scores resulting from our behavior PLSC anal-
ysis (see Results). For each participant, we extracted the
beta values from the clusters in superior frontal cortex
and OFC resulting from the gPPI analysis and averaged
the beta values across voxels from each cluster. Using
these values (z-scored within conditions) as additional
supplementary variables in the behavior PLSC analysis
allowed us to assess how individual connectivity strength
between amygdala and medial prefrontal regions was
related to the overall individual patterns obtained with
our behavior PLSC analyses, representing the coordinated
expression of amygdala-connected networks that were
modulated by our motivational indices.

Stimuli Presentation

For both tasks, visual and auditory stimuli were presented
using Psychophysics Toolbox Version 3.0.13 (Kleiner,
Brainard, & Pelli, 2007; Brainard, 1997) running on
MATLAB 2015b (The MathWorks Inc) and a 64-bit
Windows 7 operating system (Microsoft).

All visual stimuli were displayed on a 23-in. LCDmonitor
(Cambridge Research Systems Ltd; model: BOLDscreen
23; resolution: 1920 × 1080 pixels, dimensions: 50.9 cm ×
29 cm, refresh rate: 60 Hz, viewing distance: ∼125 cm),
seen by the participant through a mirror mounted on the
MRI head coil.

Auditory stimuli were heard via HP AT01 earphones
composed of an electrodynamic earphone driver and
46-cm long air tubes (Cambridge Research Systems Ltd),
connected to standard-sized insert earphones (Canal Tips,
Comply). The earphones were connected to the stimulus
computer via an MR Confon amplifier unit (MR Confon
GmbH).

Participants made responses and navigated in the game
using their right hand and an MRI-compatible 5-Button
Diamond Fiber Optic Response Pad (Current Designs
Inc; model: HHSC-1x5-D), connected to the stimulus com-
puter via an FIU-932-B electronic interface. During the
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amygdala localizer task, participants used the yellow (left)
and red (right) buttons, In the game, they used the green,
pink, yellow, and red buttons to navigate up, down, left,
and right, respectively, whereas the blue button was
reserved to activate the superpower.

fMRI Data Acquisition

A 3-T TIM Trio System (Siemens) was used to acquire
both high-resolution structural images (magnetization
prepared rapid gradient echo, repetition time [TR] =
1900 msec, echo time [TE] = 2.27 msec, inversion time =
900 msec, flip angle = 9°, field of view [FOV] = 256 ×
256mm2, imagematrix 256× 256, 192 sagittal slices, voxel
size = 1-mm isotropic, 32-channel head coil) and T2*-
weighted axial EPI with BOLD contrast (GE-EPI, TR =
600 msec, TE = 32 msec, flip angle = 52°, FOV = 210 ×
210 mm2, image matrix 84 × 84, 48 axial slices, slice thick-
ness = 2.5 mm, with a multiband acceleration factor of
6, voxel size = 2.5-mm isotropic, 32-channel head coil).
B0 field maps (GR, 2D, TR = 528 msec, short TE =
5.19 msec, long TE = 7.65 msec, flip angle = 60°,
FOV = 210 × 210 mm2, image matrix 84 × 84, negative
blip direction, slice thickness = 2.5-mm, 32-channel head
coil) were also acquired to correct for static magnetic field
inhomogeneities in the EPI images.

Functional and field map images were acquired using
the same FOV, with the matrix’s z direction placed
axial and co-planar relative to the anterior commissure–
posterior commissure line. This allowed whole-brain cov-
erage, but only partial inclusion of the cerebellum and
brainstem. Each participant took part in a total of three
experimental game runs, each comprising, on average,
1490 (± 49 SDs) volume images, followed by one amyg-
dala localizer run comprising, on average, 465 (± 4 SD)
volume images.

fMRI Data Preprocessing

The fMRI data were preprocessed using SPM12 (Wellcome
Department of Imaging Neuroscience; www.fil.ion.ucl.ac
.uk/spm; Friston et al., 1994). Scans from each participant
were realigned using the first as a reference, corrected for
B0 field inhomogeneities using phase maps obtained with
the SPM12 FieldMap toolbox and co-registered to partici-
pants’ anatomical images. The images were spatially nor-
malized into Montreal Neurological Institute space using
the parameters obtained from segmentation of the ana-
tomical images, resampled to a spatial resolution of 2 ×
2 × 2 mm3 and spatially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel
of 8 mm FWHM. The time-series of all voxels were high-
pass filtered to 1/128 Hz and prewhitened using the FAST
option from SPM12, which is based on exponential covari-
ance functions and better suited for data acquired with
short repetition times. The first five volumes were dis-
carded to allow for T1-equilibration effects.

RESULTS

Characterization of Motivated Behaviors
during Gameplay

To characterize motivational effects on goal pursuit in
good versus bad monster conditions, we compared our
indices of approach versus avoidance toward monsters
during the game (Table 2).
First, we performed a 2 × 2 repeated-measures ANOVA

with factors Goal Conduciveness (good, bad) and Encoun-
ter Type (“head,” “tail”). This showed a significant main
effect of Goal Conduciveness, F(1, 25) = 42.85; p < .001;
ηp
2 = .632, a significant main effect of Encounter Type, F(1,

25) = 167.69; p < .001; ηp
2 = .870, and a significant inter-

action between the two factors, F(1, 25) = 247.42; p <
.001; ηp

2 = .908. Post hoc one-sidedWilcoxon signed-ranks
tests confirmed this interaction was characterized by both
a decrease in the “tail” counts (z=−4.46, p< .001, dav=
3.85) and an increase in the “head” count (z = 4.46, p <
.001, dav = 4.08) for bad relative to good monster condi-
tions. In addition, there were significantly more “head”
than “tail” encounters during the good monster condition
(z = 4.46, p < .001, dav = 5.55), suggestive of active
directed approach. Conversely, there were fewer “head”
than “tail” encounters during the bad monster condition
(z = −4.11, p < .001, dav = 1.25), suggesting that touch-
ing these monsters happened mostly when participants
were escaping. These data therefore converge to indicate
that good monsters elicited more frequent approach ten-
dencies toward them, whereas bad monsters were associ-
ated with greater avoidance.
The other two motivation indices also showed signifi-

cant changes between Goal Conduciveness conditions.
The time spent in the CD period was longer for good rel-
ative to bad monster conditions (z= 4.43, p< .001, dav=
3.24), and the number of coins eaten was reduced from
the good to bad monster conditions (z = −2.91, p =
.004, dav = .80). The latter suggests a change in strategy
from seeking points by touching monster to collecting
points from coins, according to the monster type.
Altogether, these results demonstrate a consistent shift

in the direction of motivated behaviors between good and
bad conditions, indicating that our goal conduciveness
manipulation successfully induced different approach
and avoidance tendencies.

gPPIs

In order to assess global amygdala connectivity changes
across game conditions, we first ran a gPPI analysis on our
3 (Goal Conduciveness: good, neutral, and badmonsters)×
2 (Coping Potential: no-power, power) experimental condi-
tions, using the bilateral amygdala as a seed. We focused on
the effects of Goal Conduciveness, as this manipulation
directly manipulated the valence of monsters and strongly
influenced action tendencies. Comparing good relative to
bad monster conditions showed higher amygdala
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connectivity with the medial OFC, right antero-superior
medial frontal gyrus, left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), as well
as the posterior cingulate/retrosplenial cortex extending to
lower precuneus (Figure 3, Table 3). The opposite compar-
ison (bad > goodmonsters) revealed higher amygdala con-
nectivity with the right caudate (Figure 3, Table 3). On the
other hand, we found neither amain effect of Coping Poten-
tial nor any interaction between the two appraisal factors.

PLSC Analyses

To more precisely relate amygdala connectivity to behav-
ioral patterns reflecting different motivational states

expressed by different action strategies, we next per-
formed a behavior PLSC analysis. This analysis allowed
us to identify brain networks that were distinctively
coupled with the amygdala according to particular pro-
files of action tendencies during gameplay, as estimated
by our different quantitative motivation indices consid-
ered simultaneously. PLSC results revealed only one sig-
nificant ( p = .002) LC1 accounting for 49% of the
covariance between amygdala connectivity and motiva-
tion indices. This LC displayed a significant association,
r(24) = .68, p < .001, between the brain and behavior
scores across the two experimental conditions taken
together.

Figure 3. Differential amygdala connectivity for good versus bad monster conditions. (A) Differential increases in amygdala connectivity for good >
bad (yellow) and bad > good (cyan) monster conditions. Results are presented on axial and sagittal slices of a mean brain image created by averaging
the participants’ normalized structural images and displayed at a voxel height threshold p < .001 with a cluster-level threshold of pFWE < .05. (B) Bar
plots represent mean cluster parameter estimates (± SEM ) of connectivity for the respective brain regions, obtained by averaging voxel-wise β values
from each cluster and pooling (i.e., summing) them across coping potential levels.
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To characterize this LC1, we calculated the behavioral
loadings of this component on each motivational index
and each experimental condition (Figure 4B). These
loadings showed that LC1 reflected a deployment of
efficient strategies in goal-directed behaviors, indepen-
dently of their direction, that is, regardless of whether
they corresponded to approach or avoidance actions.
Specifically, during good monster conditions, this LC
corresponded to a strong positive expression of the
“head” encounters and a negative expression of the “tail”
encounters, hence reflecting active approach toward
good monsters. Together with a more moderate but pos-
itive loading on the “CD” duration index, this behavioral
pattern indicates an efficient goal-pursuit strategy to max-
imize gains obtained by touching the good monsters.
Conversely, during bad monster conditions, there was a
strong negative loading on both “tail” and “head” counts,
reflecting a general avoidance of bad monsters to mini-
mize losses. There was also a positive effect on the “coin”
count, suggesting that, in addition to active avoidance,
the LC was associated with attempts to collect more
coins in order to compensate losses of points because
of the bad monsters.

In summary, the LC identified by PLSC, linking moti-
vated action indices to amygdala connectivity modula-
tions, captured an overall coherent pattern of adaptive
behavior to either approach or avoid monsters according
to their goal relevance, but irrespective of the direction of
behavior itself. Condition-wise scatterplots between brain
scores andmotivation indices provide a further illustration
of this pattern (Figure 4C), with clear interaction effects
apparent for “head” and “coin” measures.

Two other behavioral variables reinforced this interpre-
tation. First, the number of points obtained during good or
bad monster conditions was strongly positively correlated
with both the brain and behavior scores for this LC, in both
conditions (Table 4). This emphasizes that higher expres-
sion of this component, both behaviorally and neurally,
reflects optimal adjustment of approach and avoidance
according to motivational state, allowing participants to
maximize their gains. Likewise, the keypress rate also
showed positive correlations with brain and behavior
scores, reaching significance only in the bad monster con-
dition (Table 4), suggesting stronger motor engagement
and more active effort mobilization, particularly when
escaping the monsters.
At the brain level, the LC1was associated with functional

connectivity between the amygdala and an extended net-
work of areas (positive brain saliences, Figure 4A) that
comprised large regions in medial prefrontal cortices
(mPFC), including ACC and medial superior frontal gyrus,
as well as the bilateral IFG, bilateral insula, hippocampus,
and posterior cingulate cortex. It also extended to a dorsal
frontoparietal network including the superior parietal
lobes and FEFs, plus several motor regions including
primary motor cortices, SMAs, bilateral caudate, and cere-
bellum. In other words, higher functional coupling
between amygdala activity and this distributed set of brain
areas was associated with higher expression of efficient
approach or avoidance behaviors, as identified by the
significant LC1 from our PLSC analysis. There were only
limited areas showing higher connectivity with the amyg-
dala during inefficient behavior (right lateral occipital
cortex, posterior insula, and cerebellar vermis; Figure 4A).

Table 3. Results of gPPI Analysis Using the Amygdala Seed

Brain Regions

MNI Coordinates (mm)

z Score (Voxel) #Voxels in Cluster pFWE-Value (Cluster)x y z

Bad > Good

R Caudate 18 −4 12 4.16 166 .006

Good > Bad

R Precuneus 6 −54 16 4.09 364 < .001

L Precuneus −8 −54 10 4.08

R Rectal Gyrus 8 44 −20 4.43 337 < .001

L Middle Orbital Gyrus −6 46 −10 3.98

R Superior Medial Gyrus 12 64 24 4.43 213 .001

L Superior Medial Gyrus 0 66 10 3.51

L Temporal Pole −40 14 −26 4.06 139 .015

L Inferior Frontal Gyrus −34 30 −16 3.97

MNI = Montreal Neurological Institute.
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Figure 4. Latent component (LC1) from the behavior-based PLSC analysis. (A) Brain saliences of LC1 across voxels, thresholded at bootstrap ratios of
± 2.58 (corresponding to p < .01). Positive brain saliences are displayed in red, and negative brain saliences are displayed in blue. (B) Behavior
loadings (i.e., correlation between behavioral measures and PLSC saliences) of LC1 are plotted for each of our action indices with bootstrap-estimated
95% confidence intervals for good (light gray) and bad (dark gray) monster conditions. The loading profile suggests that LC1 reflects efficient
goal-directed motivation. (C) Brain scores of LC1 are plotted as a function of the magnitude of each action indices (z-scored), for good (light gray
triangles) and bad (dark gray circles) monster conditions. The correlations indicate a reliable quantitative relationship between stronger expression of
LC1 and higher occurrences of approach or avoidance toward monsters. Numbers represent individual participants.
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Linking gPPI and PLSC Connectivity Patterns

Motivated behaviors are generally considered to be
steered by projections from the amygdala to mpFC that
can then act to recruit attentional and executive resources
necessary to respond to relevant stimuli (Salzman & Fusi,
2010; Phelps & LeDoux, 2005). To examine the relation-
ship between functional amygdala coupling with medial
prefrontal brain areas (through our univariate gPPI analy-
ses) with the more distributed connectivity pattern associ-
ated with efficient motivational effects on behavior
(revealed by PLSC), we extracted individual beta values
from the superior frontal cortex and OFC (from gPPI)
and included them as supplementary variables in the PLSC
analysis. Beta values from both clusters were positively
correlated with brain scores from this new behavior PLSC
analysis, in both the good and bad monster conditions
(Table 4). Correlations with behavior scores were not sig-
nificant. These results indicate that the stronger amygdala
was functionally connected with medial prefrontal areas,
the more the distributed networks associated with the
LC1 component was expressed, during both approach
and avoidance behaviors.

DISCUSSION

The amygdala is not only implicated in the affective
appraisal of behaviorally relevant and valenced events
(i.e., pleasant or unpleasant), but also ideally placed to
orchestrate adaptive responses through extensive connec-
tivity with other brain areas (Freese & Amaral, 2009;
Phelps & LeDoux, 2005; Amaral & Price, 1984). Yet, the
neural pathways mediating its influence on motivated
action during approach or avoidance behaviors remain
to be fully established, and variations in their recruitment
according to the direction of motivated actions has not
been systematically examined. In this study, we used fMRI
to measure whole-brain functional connectivity of the
amygdala and its modulation while participants were
engaged in a first-person interactive game where they

had to make goal-directed responses with opposing moti-
vational directions. Critically, two different appraisals were
manipulated: goal conduciveness (with different monster
types) and coping potential (with different power states).
As expected, goal conduciveness effectively modulated
subjective valence experienced with good or bad mon-
sters (seeMethods: Behavioral Analyses), and thus steered
participants into opposite motivated behaviors. Critically,
our paradigm enabled us to compute several behavioral
indices derived from each individual’s gameplay to quan-
titatively measure approach and avoidance, which neatly
converged to show that participants reacted to monsters
bymoving toward the good ones (as reflected by increases
in “head” and “CD” counts) but away from the bad ones (as
reflected by decreases in “head” and “CD” counts and
increases in “tail” counts). This difference in approach
and avoidance behaviors was paralleled by differential
amygdala connectivity patterns, with higher functional
coupling to distributed regions encompassing the OFC,
mPFC, IFG, and posterior cingulate during good relative
to bad monster conditions, but conversely higher func-
tional coupling to the right caudate during bad relative
to good monster conditions.
On top of its role in motor functions, the caudate also

contributes to affective and cognitive behaviors (Haber,
2016; Grahn, Parkinson, & Owen, 2008). Although initially
held that direct amygdalostriatal pathways were restricted
to the nucleus accumbens and ventral striatum, there is
now clear neuroanatomical evidence for more extensive
connectivity, including with the dorsal caudate (Zorrilla
& Koob, 2013), as found here (Figure 3). It is thought that
the amygdala might modulate activity in the striatum
according to current motivational states, thereby facilitat-
ing the translation of value into action (Zorrilla & Koob,
2013). Interestingly, there is an overlap in the topo-
graphical organization of prefrontal-striatal and amygda-
lostriatal projections, forming a triangular arrangement of
amygdalo-cortical-striatal circuits (Zorrilla & Koob, 2013).
Thus, the amygdala might recruit corticostriatal circuits
to strengthen the representation of action-outcome

Table 4. Pearson Correlations ( p Value) between Behavior PLSC Scores (LC1) and Supplementary Variables Reflecting Goal
Achievement, Task Engagement, and Amygdala Connectivity with Medial Frontal Brain Regions

Behavior Scores Brain Scores

Bad Good Bad Good

Supplementary Variables Behavioral Measures

# points .94 (<.001) .93 (<.001) .68 (<.001) .43 (.02)

keypress rate .67 (<.001) .46 (.02) .57 (.002) .29 (.16)

Amygdala Connectivity

Superior Medial Frontal Cortex .44 (.02) .33 (.09) .63 (<.001) .67 (<.001)

OFC .24 (.24) .13 (.52) .52 (.006) .56 (.003)
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contingencies and goal-directed action plans encoded in
the caudate through inputs from pFCs. However, a cau-
tionary note is that gPPIs cannot determine directionality
or causality between functionally connected regions, and
although this interpretation is compatible with our
results, it would need to be confirmed with other suitable
methods in future studies.
In any case, a predominance of this connectivity pattern

in the bad monster condition might accord with differ-
ences in strategic planning during avoidance. The move-
ments of bad monsters were directly targeted toward the
participant’s avatar, which induced more reactive and
urgent avoidance of bad monsters, as opposed to more
controlled and progressive approach of good monsters.
These more rapid and timely skilled motor responses to
bad monsters might have engaged more subcortical stria-
tal circuits (i.e., when being chased), relative to anticipa-
tory action control associated with good monsters (i.e.,
when chasing them). This interpretation also accords with
a previous study where active avoidance was investigated
in the context of a threat imminence continuum with high
or low probability of being caught by a “predator” that
resulted in the delivery of an electric shock (Mobbs
et al., 2009). In the latter study, postencounter defensive
reactions were defined by the anticipation of potential
threat and active escape in response to imminent threat.
Active escape produced subcortical activations in right
striatum and midbrain, whereas threat anticipation itself
activated the ventral mPFC, hippocampus, and amygdala.
However, these cortical activations partially overlap with
amygdala connectivity patterns found in this study for
the comparison of good relative to bad monster condi-
tions. Although good monsters did not cause an anticipa-
tion of threat, they implied an anticipatory component in
terms of action planning to catch the good monsters, sug-
gesting amore general role inmotivated action rather than
specific avoidance tendencies. Future studies should fur-
ther design more balanced manipulations to induce differ-
ent gradients of approach and avoidance, while controlling
for differences in strategic planning and particular reactive
behaviors. On the other hand, increased connectivity
between amygdala and prefrontal areas in OFC, mPFC,
and IFG for the good monster condition may reflect the
difference in valence between conditions driving moti-
vated actions in the appropriate direction. Both OFC and
mPFC are consistently recruited during tasks requiring
affective value comparisons (Rolls & Grabenhorst, 2008).
Here, parameter estimates from these medial brain
regions showed a linear decrease across the three goal
conduciveness levels from good to bad (Figure 3), consis-
tent with a graded valence representation (Anderson et al.,
2003), whereas the IFG exhibited a more abrupt pattern
distinguishing the bad monster condition from the other
two conditions. Speculatively, one interpretation could be
that although the behavioral relevance of different situa-
tions is detected by the amygdala (Sander et al., 2003),
their relative value is represented through its interaction

with medial prefrontal regions (Tye, 2018). This value sig-
nal might be transmitted to the IFG, which would then
mediate the selection of approach (good monster and
coins) or avoidance (bad monsters) behaviors. In keeping
with this, previous neuroimaging and neuropsychology
work suggests that IFG plays an important role in action
selection mechanisms and their modulation by emotion
(Sagaspe, Schwartz, & Vuilleumier, 2011), with left IFG
implicated in resolving competition between different
motor responses and right IFG preferentially recruited
by inhibition of prepotent responses (Aron, Robbins, &
Poldrack, 2014; Rey et al., 2014).

Moreover, the medial brain regions activated for good
relative to bad monster conditions partly overlap with
those reported in another previous study that used an
active avoidance task performed under two different
threat contexts (Gold, Morey, & McCarthy, 2015). Similar
to ours, their study manipulated the presence/absence of
an unpredictable threat (electric shocks delivered at
random times), while participants performed a dual task
of avoiding a predator (akin to our bad monsters) and
catching prey (akin to our coins). Their results showed
increased functional connectivity of the amygdala with
mpFC as well as with precuneus and extensive areas in
the lateral pFCs, for threat relative to nonthreat condi-
tions. Given that performance measures (number of preys
caught and number of times caught by predators) were
kept constant across threat manipulations, the authors
concluded that these cortical–subcortical interactions
helped protect goal pursuit in the face of threat and medi-
ated the regulation of anxiety. However, the direction of
their findings may seem at odds with ours. Indeed,
although we did not manipulate threat orthogonally to
task demands as Gold et al. did (precluding direct compar-
ison), we found higher prefrontal–amygdala connectivity
in the good (relative to the bad) monster condition, which
was less threatening and previously found to induce lower
anxiety ratings (Leitão et al., 2020). On the other hand, a
commonality between their unpredictable threat condi-
tion and our good monster condition is the fact that both
included an element of uncertainty. In fact, whereas the
bad monsters chased participants at all times, the good
monsters followed participants with a probability of .85
and moved at random otherwise, presumably requiring
participants to consider this ambiguity when planning
their behavior. In addition, in the good conditions, both
touching the monster and collecting coins yielded points,
which added ambiguity regarding the most appropriate
behavior in that condition. Other observations support a
role of the amygdala in responding to ambiguous or uncer-
tain situations that are behaviorally relevant (Rosen &
Donley, 2006; Whalen, 1998) or to unpredictability of sen-
sory events (Herry et al., 2007). Likewise, mpFC regions
may activate to the anticipation of stimuli with ambiguous
valence and have been shown to be involved in the
processing of decisional uncertainty (Levy, Snell, Nelson,
Rustichini, & Glimcher, 2010; Critchley, Mathias, & Dolan,
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2001; Bechara, Damasio, & Damasio, 2000). Therefore,
increased connectivity observed between the amygdala
and medial brain areas might instead signal decisional
ambiguity, summoning participants to process additional
information and prepare to flexibly adapt to contingencies
in order to maintain an efficient goal-pursuit (Pessoa,
2010; Whalen, 1998). In fact, in our study, individual
connectivity strengths between the amygdala and mpFC
areas were positively correlated with brain scores from a
significant PLSC LC representing efficient approach and
avoidance behaviors (Figure 4), that is, irrespective of
motivational direction (Table 4). These associations tenta-
tively suggest that amygdala interactions with medial
prefrontal regions captured the overall subjective salience
of ongoing events that drove themotivation and efficacy of
motor actions, regardless of the valence and direction of
actual responses (e.g., approaching or avoiding the mon-
ster, collecting more points or rushing during the CD;
Janak & Tye, 2015; Sander et al., 2003).

In fact, unlike the univariate gPPI comparing conditions
in a block-wise manner, the multivariate PLSC approach
allowed linking amygdala connectivity patterns with sev-
eral motivation measures that simultaneously co-varied
during game performance. Specifically, this analysis
allowed us to extract, in a data-driven way, behavioral
patterns that were not immediately observable from the
motivation indices alone. This approach revealed only
one dominant LC that reflected the efficiency of avoid-
ance or approach tendencies when confronted with
different (goal-conducive or obstructive) monster con-
ditions (Figure 4B, Table 4), and involved an extensive
network of dorsal frontoparietal areas and motor regions
at the brain level (Figure 4A). These areas are associated
with motor control and attentional processing, which fur-
ther highlights that amygdala activity directly promoted
actions necessary to adapt to environment contingencies.
In fact, unlike more reflexive affective behaviors such as
freezing, approach to a reward and avoidance of an aver-
sive stimulus both require a coordinated engagement of
attentional, executive, andmotor circuits involved in action
planning and execution to allow successful goal-pursuit.
This connectivity pattern is consistent with influences
from the amygdala on attentional resources (Pourtois,
Schettino, & Vuilleumier, 2013; Vuilleumier, 2009), inte-
grating information about stimulus value and relevant
spatial locations (Peck & Salzman, 2014; Peck, Lau, &
Salzman, 2013), and promoting swift motor action to them
(Grezes, Valabregue, Gholipour, & Chevallier, 2014; Sagaspe
et al., 2011). Accordingly, brain systems associated with
the PLSC LC may constitute neural pathways that directly
instantiate efficient behavioral actions motivated by rele-
vant cues, beyond the prefrontal areas identified by gPPI.

To summarize, our study suggests that through connec-
tivity with distributed brain networks, amygdala activity is
involved in driving motivational processes that are not
specific to approach or avoidance actions, but instead pro-
mote the initiation and energization of behavioral

responses to affectively relevant events, irrespective of
motivational direction. By tracking the overall value of
sensory cues, including their subjective and context-
dependent significance, in coordination with prefrontal
regions and executive networks, the amygdala may thus
promote adaptive actions to cope with environment con-
tingencies in affective contexts.
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